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AZUSA -- In a decision they said would define their careers, Azusa City Council members on Wednesday
voted 4-1 to approve the Azusa Rock Quarry mining proposal.

After nearly six hours of discussion, the Azusa council just after midnight decided to change course and allow
mining of Van Tassel Ridge near Fish Canyon.

The City Council rejected Vulcan Materials Co.'s original proposal on May 17, but councilmen Uriel Macias
and Robert Gonzales changed their votes Wednesday.

Councilmembers said they approved the proposal based on Vulcan's promises to use modern mining techniques
and replanting to make the mining aftermath less ugly.

"This council is going to be chiseling its name in stone for a project that we are going to have to live with,"
Councilman Keith Hanks said at the meeting. "We are going to own this one way or the other."

The proposal also takes mining further away from Azusa's Mountain Cove community, spares Fish Ridge, adds
millions of dollars in revenue to the city and forces Vulcan to reshape previous mining benches into smaller
benches.

Mayor Joe Rocha cast the lone dissenting vote. He said he was "heartbroken" by the decision to cut down Van
Tassel Ridge.

"Once that ridge is gone, it is gone forever," he said. "We will have to preserve it in pictures."

Duarte Councilman John Fasana said he was disappointed with the decision. He and other Duarte council
members campaigned hard against the project.

Duarte officials said they will now determine if they will pursue a lawsuit against Azusa.

"My personal inclination is we challenge this legally," Fasana said. "The council would have to meet together
and collectively figure out where we go. All five council members were deep in opposition of this project."

Vulcan has a permit from Azusa to mine 190 acres of its 270-acre property near Fish Canyon. With
Wednesday's approval, Vulcan will not mine 80 acres on the eastern part of its property. Instead, it will mine 80
acres on the western part of its property that was previously not part of its mining permit.

"By requiring future mining to be placed in less visible areas of the west side, working with the city we were
able to protect the east side ridge and guarantee that no large benches will ever be permitted at Azusa Rock,"
Vulcan spokesman Todd Priest said.

One of the main selling points of Vulcan's plan was the use of smaller benches and contouring to reshape the
hillsides to look more natural. The technique, referred to as micro- benching, would only be used if the project
was approved, Vulcan officials said. Officials estimated the cost of the technique to be about $80 million.



Large benches 30 to 50 feet high - called Mayan steps - were used on a portion of the mining site by a previous
owner.

City staff and fellow council members credited Macias for helping orchestrate new negotiations with Vulcan
following the council's May decision to deny the project, 3-2.

Macias pushed for guarantees that Vulcan would grow enough plants to make mined areas look similar to
surrounding hillsides.

In the amended plan, Vulcan made it clear it would use a higher revegetation standard. The company also
changed disputed language in agreements with the city, agreed to establish a trailhead through the mining
property to the Fish Canyon Trail, and increased a 5-cents-per-ton tax for a community benefit fund to 9 cents
per ton.

Azusa City Manager Fran Delach praised Duarte officials for raising concerns about the project.

"I appreciated Duarte's concerns and objections and it felt to us a better project and more of a benefit
environmentally than we had before," Delach said of the revised plan.

Fasana agreed with Delach, although he did not find solace in the final outcome.

"One of the ironies here, in many respects we were helping to strengthen the plan although we weren't gaining
anything," he said.

Duarte City Manager Darrell George said Azusa's decision was based more on money than concern for the
environment.

"Ultimately, the almighty dollar prevailed again," George said. "The San Gabriel Valley is the loser in this.

"For the next 28 years, they are going to watch 105 million tons be eliminated from that hillside," he said. "That
is the real tragedy."

Duarte officials have long said that they would pursue legal action if the plan was passed. The city set aside
$700,000 for the fight.

George said Duarte will weigh its options before making a decision. The city has 30 days to issue a challenge to
the plan.

If Duarte files a lawsuit against Azusa, Vulcan will pay for Azusa to defend itself in court, according to the
terms in the Vulcan's agreement with Azusa.

Along with their objection to the plan, Duarte officials also say Azusa violated open-meeting laws by failing to
provide enough notice for a hearing regarding the project.

Duarte is considering challenging the hearing process, which could nullify Wednesday's decision, George said.


